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誠實是我們珍視的美德， 

我們喜愛「拒絕作弊，堅守正直」的你! 

一. In the simple lossy medium of conductivity , permittivity and permeability : 

1). Directly write down the Maxwells’ equations for two time-varying fields E


and


by considering charge 

source  . (8%) 

2). Prove that four equations are inter-dependent and further-more resulted in a continuity equation from the 

Faradays’ and general Amperes’ law, respectively. (12%). 

3). Derive the Lenzs’ law for obtaining an electromotive force Vemf related with magnetic flux from the 

Faradays’ law. (5%) 

4). For simplicity, a uniform plane wave of the angular frequency propagates along z –direction in the lossy 

and source-free medium ( 0 ). Derive the Helmholtz’s differential wave equation for the complex electric 

field E


(8%) with indicating complex propagation constant (2%) 

5). By the way, verify the discharge (decaying) process by using continuity equation, r

t

et




 0)( , with 

relaxation time 



 r and initial charge density 0 . (5%) 

二. A conducting sphere (electrode) of radius a is located in an external uniform electric 

field .)(,ˆ 00 constEEE  z


: 

1). Employ what equation (2%) to solve the electric potential expressed as  cos])(1[),( 3

0  r
r

a
ErV at any 

point ),( rP outside the sphere. 

2).Identify that electric flux lines are always normal to conducting surface.(3%) Meantime, find the surface 

charge density )(s induced on the conducting surface of sphere. (5%) 

3). Solve the induced electric field iE


at the center of the sphere. (10%) 

三. For one-sided abrupt-p
+
n-diode of semiconductor permittivity s , doping concentrations nA and nD in p

+
 and 

n regions, respectively (nA >>nD): 

1). Solve the electric profile E(x) in the n-depletion region (0≦x≦xn). (10%) 

2). Derive the built-in potential (or potential barrier height) Vbi at thermal equilibrium. (10%) 

四. Perfect electric conducting (PEC) interconnection )( c is deposited onto the oxide-dielectric layer of 

thickness d=50 nm and relative permittivity 4r for attaining a characteristic impedance  500Z  of 

microstrip transmission line in IC-design : 

1). Derive two distributed elements per unit length C’ and L’ for parameters and , respectively. (6%) 

2). Evaluate the width w of microstrip-line. (10%) 

3). Finally, calculate the propagating speed p of the extremely high frequency digital signal via transmission 

line. (4%)  

 


